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Designing thermal diodes is attracting a considerable amount of interest in recent times due to the
wide range of applications and potentially high impact in the transportation and energy industries.
Advances in nanoscale synthesis and characterization are opening new avenues for design using
atomic-level physics to take advantage of materials properties in confined volumes. In this paper
we demonstrate using advanced modeling and simulation the rectification properties of tapered-
channel thermal diodes relying on asymmetric heat flow brought about by thermal conductivity
differences between the liquid and solid phases of suitably selected phase-change materials (PCM).
Our prototypical design considers Ga as PCM and anodized alumina as structural material. First
,we carry out finite element simulations to study the effect of several geometric parameters on
diode efficiency, such as channel length as aspect ratio. We then use a thresholding scheme to
solve a Stefan problem in the device channel to study at the hysteresis of the phase transformation
when the temperature gradient is switched. Our analysis establishes physical limits on rectification
efficiencies and point to design improvements using complex materials to assess the potential of
these devices as viable thermal diodes.

I. INTRODUCTION1

A. Background2

While electrical resistors and capacitors have thermal3

analogs in the form of linear static and passive thermal4

materials, no such analog exists for diodes and transistors5

(asymmetric heat flow and heat flow on demand). Such6

thermal devices would enable precise control of thermal7

energy transport and would significantly increase the ef-8

ficiency and compactness of energy conversion and stor-9

age systems, heating and refrigeration, and thermal man-10

agement of electronic devices and spacecrafts. Figure11

1 schematically illustrates the transfer function of (a) a12

thermal diode and (b) a thermal switch, comparing them13

to a passive resistor of thickness L and thermal conduc-14

tivity k [1]. Although the field is attracting significant15

research [1–3], discovering new materials with switch-16

able and nonlinear thermal behavior relating to heat flow17

(analogous to electric current), or to temperature differ-18

ence or thermal bias (analogous to voltage differential)19

still remains elusive due to a number of unresolved chal-20

lenges. The principal difficulty is how to use standard2122

thermal transport to achieve nonlinear phenomena such23

as thermal rectification (i.e., net directional heat flow).24

While a number of solutions have been proposed, produc-25

ing rectification coefficients of sufficient magnitude over26
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a wide temperature window has proven to be difficult27

[4, 5].28

One potential pathway to induce asymmetric heat flow29

is to take advantage of the thermal conductivity differ-30

ential between the liquid and solid phases of a given31

substance [3, 6]. Ideally, materials with fast, reversible,32

solid-liquid transitions must be used in conjunction with33

devices that control the phase transition based on the34

direction of heat flow. As recent research suggests, this35

can be achieved via nanoscale functional design [7, 8].36

The central idea behind these devices is to take advan-37

tage of capillary freezing point depression of the phase-38

change material, i.e. achieving the phase transformation39

at different temperatures depending on whether it initi-40

ates from the liquid phase or from the solid phase. This41

can be achieved by designing a nanoporous material with42

parallel conical pores that result in a channel radius gra-43

dient across the device. The general design is illustrated44

in Figure 2, where conical channels with variable radius r45

are infiltrated with a phase-change material (PCM) that46

coexists in its solid and liquid forms thanks to freezing47

point depression. The two phases are separated by a48

curved moving interface that responds to changes in the49

thermal gradient, ∆T = Th−Tc. Depending on how this50

interface evolves, which determines the volume fraction51

of the liquid (poor thermal diffusivity) vs. the solid (good52

thermal diffusivity) phases, asymmetric heat flow can be53

induced.5455
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FIG. 1. Illustration of the transfer function of (a) ther-
mal diodes and thermal resistors and (b) thermal switch that
could be enabled thanks to asymmetric and nonlinear thermal
behavior of novel materials (adapted from ref. [1]).

B. Demonstration of concept viability via theory56

and modeling57

Phase change materials undergoing rapid phase switch-58

ing in nano confinement conditions are exceedingly diffi-59

cult to study experimentally. In this context of extremely60

fine length and time scales, theory, modeling, and sim-61

ulation are crucial tools to perform a priori analyses of62

the thermal diode’s performance and physical viability.63

Of special interest is the motion along the channel of64

the liquid/solid interface in response to the thermal gra-65

dient, as its position determines the volume fraction of66

each phase and –consequently– the efficacy of the thermal67

conductivity differential.68

This interface moves along either direction of the ta-69

pered channels depending on the sign of the temperature70

gradient, driven by both the free energy differential be-71

tween the different phases and by curvature. Curvature is72

introduced both via the container design (channel walls)73

and from the liquid-solid interface. This can be modeled74

by solving a Stefan problem using fast and accurate al-75

gorithms for solving singular energy minimization prob-76

lems. The objective of these simulations is to predict the77
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FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the proposed thermal diode
design. Conical channels with variable radius r are infiltrated
with a phase-change material that coexists in its solid and liq-
uid forms thanks to freezing point depression. The two phases
are separated by a curved moving interface that responds to
changes in the thermal gradient, ∆T = Th−Tc, giving rise to
asymmetric heat flow.

solidification/melting dynamics of the system, including78

time response of the phase transition as a function of79

the material type and thermal gradient amplitude, crys-80

tallization microstructure, and possible hysteresis effects81

due to confinement and nucleation at the channel bound-82

aries. The goal of the modeling effort is to simulate the83

cyclic response of these devices to variable switching of84

thermal gradients, as well as to identify suitable material85

candidates on the basis of their dynamic phase change86

properties.87

Next, we provide a detailed description of the theory88

behind the models proposed, as well as a quantitative89

analysis and examples of different candidate materials90

based on their physical properties.91

II. THEORY AND MODELING92

A. Stefan Problem with surface tension93

The standard formulation of the Stefan problem with94

surface tension (see for example refs. [9–12]) assumes the95

existence of a region Ω separated into a solid phase oc-96

cupying a subregion Ωs and a liquid phase occupying a97

subregion Ω`. Ωs and Ω` are separated by an interface98

Γs,` (cf. Fig. 2). Ω is bounded by an external interface Γ.99

The evolution of the temperature field in Ω ≡ Ωs + Ω` is100
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governed by:101

∂T

∂t
= αs∆T, in Ωs (1)102

∂T

∂t
= α`∆T, in Ω` (2)103

T = T ∗m

(
1− 2σs,`

∆hf
κ

)
, on Γs,` (3)104

∂Γs,`
∂t

= ∆h−1
f

(
αs

∂T

∂ns
− α`

∂T

∂n`

)
(4)105

where αs, α` are the heat diffusivity constants of the solid106

and liquid phase, ∆hf is the specific latent heat of fusion,107

T ∗m is the melting temperature, n is the unit normal to108

Γ pointing away from Ωs and ns and n` denote that the109

limit is taken either on the solid or liquid side. κ = κ(x)110

is the mean curvature of Γs,` at a point x ∈ Γs,` with111

the convention that κ ≥ 0 if the solid region is convex.112

The temperature condition on the interface is the classic113

Gibbs-Thompson law [13, 14], with σs,` > 0 the surface114

tension of the solid/liquid interface.115

The above model can be augmented by assuming that116

the solid and liquid phases have surface energy interac-117

tions with the container wall. It can be then shown [15]118

that the surface tension must satisfy the triangle inequal-119

ities120

σs,w ≤ σ`,w + σs,` (5)121

and122

σ`,w ≤ σs,w + σs,`. (6)123

where σs,w, σ`,w are the surface tension at the interfaces124

between the wall and the solid and liquid, respectively,125

and Γs,w,Γ`,w are the interfaces between the wall and126

the solid and liquids respectively. Failure to satisfy these127

inequalities gives rise to the possibility of nucleation of128

one phase within the other. By way of example, if in-129

equality (5) is not satisfied, it is energetically favorable130

for an arbitrarily thin region of liquid phase to nucleate131

between any contact surface of the solid and the wall.132

In addition, at the point where the two phases and133

the wall meet, the system of equations (1)-(4) must be134

complemented with the so called Herring angle condition135

[16]:136

θ =
π

2

(
1 +

σs,w − σ`,w
σs,`

)
(7)137

where θ is the opening angle of the intersection of the138

solid-wall and solid-liquid interfaces measured from in-139

side the solid phase. Note that the triangle inequalities140

for the different surface tensions ensure that the angle is141

always between 0 and π.142

B. Particularities of conically tapered channels143

The system of eqs. (4) to (7) is now solved in a ta-144

pered conical channel of the type shown schematically145

in Fig. 2. Assuming that the interface equilibrates to146

constant curvature, one can derive from eqs. (3) and (7)147

an expression for the so-called freezing point depression,148

i.e., a size dependent T ∗m:149

T ∗m(r) = T 0
m

(
1− 2σs/`,w

r∆hf

)
on Γ (8)150

where T 0
m is the bulk melting temperature, σs/`,w is a co-151

efficient that accounts for the relative affinity of the solid152

‘s’ and liquid ‘`’ phases for the container wall, and where153

it has been assumed that κ ∝ r−1 is the curvature of154

any annular section of constant radius r of the cone. As155

explained in Sec. I A, the efficacy of our thermal diode156

design is predicated on the ratio k`/ks. Note that, for157

clarity, in this section we work with the thermal conduc-158

tivities k`,s = αρCp
∣∣
`,s

, where ρ and Cp are the mass159

density and the heat capacity of the corresponding liquid160

or solid phase. Table I lists a number of candidate PCMs161

with their corresponding bulk melting temperatures and162

ordered by increasing thermal conductivity ratio. As the163

TABLE I. List of candidate PCMs with their corresponding
bulk melting temperatures, ordered by their thermal conduc-
tivity ratio. Temperatures are in degrees Celsius and thermal
conductivities in W·m−1·K−1 (from various sources. [17]).

PCM T 0
m ks k` k`/ks

Al 657 218 94 0.43
Cu 1090 339 166 0.49
Sn 220 60 30 0.49
Ga 30 42 25 0.59

Bi50Pb27Sn13Cd10 70 33 22 0.68
CdZn 266 86 60 0.70

Sn60Bi40 200 27 19 0.70
SnCu 227 59 45 0.76
ZnMg 366 137 107 0.78
SnPb 183 40 32 0.80

164

165

data in the table reveal, some PCMs display significant166

thermal conductivity decreases upon melting. More im-167

portantly, the thermal conductivity differential is highest168

for the pure metals Al, Cu, Sn, and Ga. However, sub-169

stances whose solid/liquid transition occurs near room170

temperature are of particular interest in this work, as171

they offer a potentially wider range of applicability. Of172

those shown in the table, Ga is the option with the best173

combination of melting temperature and low k`/ks ratio.174

Figure 3 shows measurements of ks and k` for commer-175

cial Ga [18, 19], showing the gap between the solid and176

liquid phases. The behavior for the other pure metals is177

found to be qualitatively very similar.178179

Taking advantage of the k`/ks ratio is also important180

for our design to find materials with the highest melting181

point differential ∆T fr = T ∗m(r) − T 0
m. One can obtain182

estimates for ∆T fr directly from eq. (8) using the param-183

eters of Table II:184

∆T fr =
2T 0

mσs,` cos θ

rρs∆hf
(9)185
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FIG. 3. Evolution of the thermal conductivity of pure Ga as
a function of temperature. The dashed line marks the melting
point, at which a noticeable drop is observed [18, 19].

where ρs is the density of the solid phase. For the mo-186

ment, we assume that σw,s/` = σs,` cos θ (recall that θ187

here is the angle from the Herring angle condition (7)).188

Published values for the rest of the parameters in eq.
(9) are given in Table II. From those, we get the depen-
dence of the freezing point depression with section radius
shown in Figure 4 as given by:

TABLE II. Values for the parameters used in eqs.(4) and (9)
for Ga (from refs. [20–22]). Note that, for the different surface
tensions given, the Herring angle is 27.5◦ according to eq. (7).

constant units value
T 0
m K 302.8

σs,` J m−2 0.056
σs,w J m−2 1.63
σ`,w J m−2 1.80
θ deg 30
ρ g m−3 5.91× 106

∆hf J g−1 80.4

∆T fr = 6.16× 10−8r−1

with ∆T fr in K when r is in m. The graph suggests that189

channels with cross sections smaller than 5-nm in radius190

are needed to take advantage of freezing point depression191

(12.5 K at r = 5 nm).192

C. Numerical approach193

Our numerical approach to solving eqs. (4) is based
on an iterative energy minimization scheme of a nonlocal
surface energy functional Hε. To that end, let now Ωs,

0
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∆
T
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FIG. 4. Freezing point depression in Ga as a function of the
radius of curvature.

Ω`, and Ωw specifically denote the volume fractions of
the solid, liquid, and outer wall regions (see Fig. 2):

Hε(Ωs,Ω`,Ωw) =

1√
ε

[
σs,`

∫
Ω

Ω`(x)(Hε ∗ Ωs)(x) dx+

+

∫
Ω

(σs,wΩs(x) + σ`,wΩ`(x))(Hε ∗ Ωw)(x) dx

]
(10)

where Hε is a heat kernel [23] that is convolved in space194

with each of the Ωα at time t = ε. Integration in the195

above equations is understood to occur over the entire196

configurational volume (dx is shorthand notation for an197

infinitesimal volume element). When ε tends to zero, the198

heat content energy converges to the usual surface ten-199

sion energy [24]. Note that the outer pore walls are fixed,200

hence Ωw cannot change over time. Furthermore, in the201

pore interior, we must have the relation Ωs + Ω` = 1.202

Thus, we only need to keep track of the relative concen-203

tration of the solid phase. Thus we write Ω = Ωs and204

view the functional Hε as a function of Ω only.205

The solver employed to minimize the above functional206

is based on a thresholding scheme, the likes of which have207

proven to be robust methods for dealing with sharp in-208

terfaces [24–26]. At a step i with known temperature209

and concentration of the solid phase (T i and Ωi, respec-210

tively), we obtain T i+1 and Ωi+1 via the following three211

steps:212

T i+
1
2 − T i = τ∇ ·

([
αsΩ

i + α`(1− Ωi)
]
∇T i+ 1

2

)
(11)213

Ωi+1 = Thresh

(
Ωi +

Tm exp
(
− 1

∆hf
Hε(Ωn)

)
−T i+

1
2

∆hf

)
(12)214

T i+1 = T i+
1
2 + ∆hf (Ωi+1 − Ωi) (13)215

As in Sec. II A, αs and α` are the heat diffusivities of the
solid and liquid phases, ∆hf is the latent heat of fusion,
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τ is the time step, and for any real-valued number a:

Thresh(a) =


0 if a < 0,

a if a ∈ [0, 1],

1 if a > 1.

Equation (11) is an approximation to the evolution of216

the heat equation for time τ . Note that equation (11)217

takes into account the difference in thermal conductivity218

between the solid and liquid phases. The expression for219

the second step, eq. (12), comes from the solution of a220

variational problem that ensures that the scheme above221

is unconditionally stable. Roughly, eq. (12) balances the222

competing effects of surface tension and melting tempera-223

ture on the relative concentrations of the solid and liquid224

phases. The final step, eq. (13), updates the temper-225

ature by taking into account the heat that is released226

(absorbed) by freezing (melting).227

One of the advantages of this approach is that the228

Gibbs-Thompson condition [given in eq. 4] at the inter-229

face is encoded in the update steps (12) and (13), without230

needing to be explicitly defined.231

III. RESULTS232

Next we present results for the Ga-Al2O3 tapered chan-233

nel design described above.234

A. Rectification and optimum thermal diode design235

The initial geometry of the thermal diode building236

block structure can be optimized to maximize the rec-237

tification, i.e., the ratio of heat fluxes in the forward and238

reverse directions for given thermal conductivities of the239

substrate solid and liquid phases, and melting tempera-240

ture of the PCM filling the conical channel. This rectifi-241

cation can be obtained by solving the system of equations242

(1)-(4) in geometries such as that provided in Fig. 2 sub-243

jected to a prescribed temperature gradient. The goal in244

this section is to optimize the aspect ratio of the tapered245

channels [28] for a fixed channel length to maximize rec-246

tification and guide synthesis processes.247

To that end, we use the finite element code Abaqus248

in geometries defined by a total channel length L = 400249

nm, and a radius at the narrow end of the conical section250

of r2 = 5 nm. The wide-end radius is left as an out-251

come of the maximization exercise, but we set its mini-252

mum value to r1 = 40 nm. The temperature window is253

always centered at T 0
m, and we use a thermal conductiv-254

ity for anodized alumina of 1.0 W·m−1·K−1 [29]. Figure255

5 shows the rectification behavior for the Ga-Al2O3 ta-256

pered channel design with r2/r1 = 40/5, with the shaded257

areas in each quadrant of the graph giving the range of258

attainable rectifications. The dotted lines mark the ideal259

rectification as set by a full solid phase (forward ther-260

mal gradient) or a full liquid phase (reverse gradient) of261

−30 −20 −10 0 10 20 30

∆T [K]

−1000

−750

−500

−250

0

250

500
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1000

1250

Q̇
[W

·m
]

reverse
forward

r1 side hot

r2 side hot

FIG. 5. Abaqus (finite element) calculations of the rectifica-
tion effect for the the Ga-Al2O3 tapered channel design with
r2/r1 = 40/5 proposed in this work. The shaded areas in
each quadrant of the graph give the range of attainable recti-
fications. The dotted lines mark ideal rectification as set by
a full solid phase (forward thermal gradient) or a full liquid
phase (reverse gradient). The heat flux is multiplied times
the length of the tapered channel (400 nm) and thus given in
W·m.

the PCM in the channel. Figure 6 shows color maps of262

the steady-state temperature and heat flux fields for the263

same design as in Fig. 5 when in the reverse configuration264

(heat flowing towards the left).265

(a) T

(b) Q̇

FIG. 6. Color maps in arbitrary units of the steady state
Abaqus solutions for the 40/5 diode (L = 400 nm). (a) Tem-
perature field. (b) Heat flux. Both images are for forward
conduction.266

267

The data in Fig. 5 were used to calculate the rectifi-268

cation R of the device, obtained using a widely-accepted269
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definition for R [1, 30, 31]:270

R =
Q̇f

Q̇r
− 1 (14)271

The results are shown in Figure 7, where a gradual in-272

crease in R is seen up to ∆T = 22 K when the maximum273

value of 21 % is reached. While these are the actual274

values for the specific design proposed here, note that275

the maximum (theoretical) rectifications attainable are276

those corresponding to heat fluxes on the boundaries of277

the shaded regions in Fig. 5 (marked by dotted lines), cor-278

responding to R = 68 %. Consequently, one can propose279

0

5

10

15

20

25

R
[%

]

0 10 20 30

|∆T | [K]
FIG. 7. Device rectification calculated with eq. (14) using
the data in Fig. 5.

280

281

a rectification efficiency, based on the relative ‘distance’282

of the simulated curve to the ideal limits [3]:283

η =

N∑
i

1−

∣∣∣Q̇sim
s − Q̇id

s,`

∣∣∣∣∣∣Q̇id
s − Q̇id

`

∣∣∣
 (15)284

where N is the total number of data points, and Q̇id and285

Q̇sim are the ideal and simulated heat fluxes for a given286

∆T . With this definition, points lying on the dotted lines287

in Fig. 5 would give an efficiency of 100%. The efficien-288

cies are averaged across all ∆T -points for each branch,289

so that we have distinct forward and reverse efficiencies.290

For the design considered here, η ≈99% for the reverse291

configuration (all liquid) and ≈21% for the forward di-292

rection (partially liquid and solid).293

Next, we carry out several simulations varying r1 and294

L to calculate the associated efficiencies as optimization295

estimators. The results for both conducting branches are296

given in Table III. The rectification efficiency is practi-297298

cally independent of the total length L of the thermal299

diode. Similarly, ηf appears to be quite insensitive to300

the value of r1 above approximately 40 nm. Figure 8301

TABLE III. Rectification efficiency as determined using eq.
(15) for the ‘forward’ and ‘reverse’ branches of the thermal
diode design as a function of the large end radius r1 and total
length L of the conical channel. r2 is fixed at 5 nm here.

L = 400 nm
r1 [nm] 20 40 60
ηf [%] 15 21 26
ηr [%] 100 99 98

r1 = 40 nm
L [nm] 100 200 400
ηf [%] 22 21 21
ηr [%] 99 99 99

shows the evolution of the ηf -r1 relationship for r1 in the302

20-to-400-nm interval.303

10

20

30

η f
[%

]

0 25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200

r1 [nm]

FIG. 8. Rectification efficiency along the conducting (‘for-
ward’) direction of the thermal diode design proposed in this
work as a function of the large conical radius r1. All data
points are for fixed values of r2 = 5 nm and L =400 nm.

304

305

These findings point towards designs with aspect ra-306

tios r1/r2 larger than 40/5. However, as long as that307

condition is satisfied, the large radius of the tapered con-308

ical channel can be flexibly selected on the basis of device309

synthesis considerations.310

B. Modeling solid/liquid interface effects and311

thermal gradient hysteresis312

While the above results are useful to gain insight into313

the global behavior of the thermal diode design, they314

ignore critical physical processes that take place at the315

solid/liquid interface. For example, the finite element316

calculations assume a flat solid/liquid interface that re-317

sponds symmetrically to switching the thermal gradient.318

However, it is known that contact effects and surface ten-319

sion break the directional symmetry of the interface with320
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respect to the direction of heat flow. In this section we321

study the physical behavior of the s/` interface solving322

the Stefan problem defined in eqs. (4) explicitly by fol-323

lowing the numerical procedure described in Section II C.324

We restrict our study to the thermal diode design with325

L = 400 nm and r1/r2 = 40/5.326

(a) ‘forward’: ← Q̇

Ωw

Ωs

Γs/`
−→

(b) ‘reverse’: Q̇→

Ω`

FIG. 9. Stationary state of a Stefan problem with fixed tem-
perature values on the boundary. The white, blue and brown
regions represent the solid, liquid and pore walls respectively.
(a) The temperature on the left-hand side boundary of the
pore is lower than the temperature on the right-hand side
boundary (260 vs. 340 K). The device is the ‘forward’ posi-
tion, allowing heat to quickly flow from the right-hand side to
the left. (b) The device is in the ‘reverse’ position, and heat
is transferred more slowly from the left-hand side to the right
compared to the situation in (a).

We begin by studying the steady state of a Stefan prob-327

lem with fixed temperature values on the boundary. In328

the following figures, the white, blue and brown regions329

represent, respectively, the solid (Ωs), liquid (Ω`), and330

pore walls (Ωw). Figure 9 gives the converged solution331

for the ‘forward’ (heat flowing from right to left) and ‘re-332

verse’ (left to right) cases. For Fig. 9(a), the temperature333

on the left boundary of the pore is lower than the temper-334

ature on the right (260 vs. 340 K). The temperatures on335

each side are sufficiently low to prevent complete melt-336

ing of the solid phase. As a result the device is in the337

‘forward’ position, allowing heat to quickly flow from the338

right to left. In Fig. 9(b), the temperature boundary con-339

dition is reversed with respect to 9(a). Due to the melting340

point depression effect, the solid completely melts in the341

narrow part of the pore on the left-hand side and, as a342

result, the device is in the ‘reverse’ position with heat be-343

ing transferred from left to right more slowly than in the344

inverse situation. In both cases, notice how the relative345

balance of surface energies makes the interface curvature346

always concave with respect to the origin at the center347

of the narrow end of the channel.348

Perhaps more interesting is to study the dynamic349

asymmetry between the melting and solidification pro-350

cesses when the temperature gradient is reversed. This is351

illustrated graphically in Figure 10, where the interface352

position is tracked as it evolves in response to thermal353

switching. In Fig. 10(a), solidification of the liquid phase354

is shown when the temperature at the right boundary is355

fixed at 20 K below T 0
m. The white region in the cen-356

(a) solidification (b) melting

FIG. 10. (a) Solidification of the liquid phase when the tem-
perature at the right-hand side boundary is fixed at 20 K
below the melting point. The white region in the center is
the part of the pore that is initially in the solid phase. The
next lightest region solidifies in the first 5 seconds of the evo-
lution, and so on. Steady state is reached after 15 seconds,
when the solid fills all of the pore except for the darkest blue
region. (b) Melting of the solid phase when the temperature
at the right-hand side boundary is fixed at the melting point.
Initially, the entire pore is solid. The darkest blue region
melts in the first 5 seconds of the evolution. The next darkest
region melts during in the next 5 s, etc. The white region in
the center remains solid after 25 seconds have elapsed.

ter is the part of the pore that is initially in the solid357

phase. The next lightest region solidifies in the first 5358

seconds of the evolution and so on. The steady state359

is reached when the solid fills all of the pore except for360

the darkest blue region, after approximately 15 s. In361

Fig. 10(b), the temperature gradient is inverted and the362

melting front is tracked and plotted in five-second inter-363

vals. The white region in the center remains solid after364

25 s, when steady state is reached. This clearly points to365

an asymmetry along the direction of propagation of the366

front, which can be appreciated in Figure 11. The figure367

shows a quasi-hysteresis cycle encompassing 25 seconds368

of forward thermal switching (inducing solidification) fol-369

lowed by an equal amount of time under the reverse gra-370

dient. As seen in the figure, at the end of the melting371

stage the front is found at some distance away from the372

base of the conical channel. The slopes of the blue and373

red branches give the velocities of propagation of the in-374

terface at each time.375376

Ideally, these results can be used to inform the finite-377

element calculations shown in Fig. 6 so as to create a378

self-consistent feedback loop that yields converged recti-379

fication factors when the shape and dynamics of the in-380

terface are taken into account. We consider such exercise381

to be beyond the present scope of this study (although we382

speculate that it may lead to slightly lower rectifications383

due to the convex shape of the interface).384
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FIG. 11. Position of the center point (on long axis of the
conical channel) in units of L of the solid/liquid interface as
a function of time for a full thermal switching cycle. Time
follows the direction of the arrows.

IV. DISCUSSION385

A. Numerical demonstration of rectification and386

hysteresis387

This work is essentially a numerical demonstration of388

net rectification in conical tapered channels containing a389

phase-change material enclosed in a nanoscale architec-390

ture made up of a thermal insulating material. On the391

basis of this design, we can act on different degrees of392

freedom to increase rectification:393

1. On the materials side, the use of PCMs with the394

widest difference between the liquid and solid ther-395

mal conductivities yields the widest possible recti-396

fication range (see shaded regions in Fig. 5).397

2. On the geometry side, the ideal design is that whose398

forward and reverse thermal biases can come closest399

to the pure liquid and solid limits. For this, the400

geometry that best takes advantage of the freezing401

point depression emanating from nano-confinement402

of the PCM in tapered channels is one with a high403

r1-to-r2 ratio.404

While these considerations pertain to static properties405

of the device, dynamic effects must also be considered406

as part of the design/operation process. In particular,407

the nature of the s/` interface and its propagation in408

the forward and reverse directions is seen to control the409

speed of the transformation and the capability to fully410

achieve the theoretical efficiency as presented in, e.g.,411

Fig. 8. As demonstrated in Sec. III B, the surface tension412

between the solid, liquid, and channel wall materials con-413

trols the s/` interface curvature, which in turn results in414

a propagation asymmetry between the forward and re-415

verse thermal gradient directions. This asymmetry gives416

rise to a hysteresis cycle that must be carefully studied to417

avoid long-term detrimental effects associated with ther-418

mal and mechanical fatigue, which could eventually lead419

to device failure.420

While the present design based on porous alumina infil-421

trated with metallic gallium is suitable for operation near422

room temperature, other concepts based on 3D nanoscale423

architectures for higher temperatures can also be con-424

sidered. As Table I suggests, materials such as Al and425

Cu have the potential for higher rectification efficiencies426

when operated at higher temperatures, such that ther-427

mal diode designs where these materials act as the PCM428

may show promise for tapered conical geometries. Eu-429

tectic phases of the materials listed in Table I with melt-430

ing temperature above 500◦C and relatively high ther-431

mal conductivities (e.g., >20∼40 W·m−1·K−1) may also432

be considered as alternate phase-change materials. High-433

temperature thermal diodes, however, may be susceptible434

to oxidation, which adds another dimension to the design435

space.436

B. Potential pathways for material selection and437

synthesis438

The initial synthesis and model materials envisioned439

could consist of synthesizing tapered pores by non-440

conformal deposition of an insulating material (such as441

alumina) using a combined atomic layer and chemical va-442

por deposition (ALD/CVD) method in anodic alumina443

membranes with cylindrical pores. Then, the tapered444

pores are infiltrated with eutectic liquid metal alloys such445

as those of gallium (Ga), indium (In), and tin (Sn). The446

degrees of freedom in the thermal diode synthesis would447

include:448

(i) Porosity control via anodic etching conditions.449

(ii) Control of porosity gradient via ALD/CVD.450

(iii) Control of melting temperature (via eutectic com-451

position and PCM nano confinement).452

In addition, ALD/CVD can provide control of the ther-453

mal resistance between the low thermal conductivity alu-454

mina and the high thermal conductivity PCM.455

Finally, other geometry concepts may be explored.456

For example, templated nanoporous silicon carbide (SiC)457

with spherical pores infiltrated with molten salts may458

constitute attractive alternatives to the conical channel459

designs explored in this paper.460

V. CONCLUSIONS461

Our main conclusions are listed below:462

1. We have demonstrated the room temperature463

rectification of gallium-infiltrated Al2O3 tapered-464

channel thermal diodes through confinement-465

induced liquid-solid phase change.466
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2. The design relies on the onset of asymmetric heat467

flow due to a thermal conductivity differential (Fig.468

3)between the solid and liquid phases of a suit-469

able phase-change material that undergoes a phase470

transformation in the temperature range of opera-471

tion of the thermal diode (Fig. 4).472

3. Finite-element calculations indicate that, for the473

prototypical design with L = 400 nm, r1 = 40 nm,474

and r2 = 5 nm, a maximum rectification of 21 % is475

achieved (Fig. 7). The maximum theoretical recti-476

fication for this design is 68 %.477

4. Above 25 nm, the value of r1 has practically no ef-478

fect on the thermal efficiency of the thermal diode.479

5. Modeling of the solid/liquid interface and its in-480

teractions with the channel walls suggests convex481

shapes and a hysteretic dynamic cycle with equili-482

bration times of 25 s (Figs. 9, 10, and 11). The483

models involve fast interface tracking algorithms484

using thresholding techniques to solve Stefan prob-485

lems.486

6. Our results can be used as a springboard to con-487

sider other PCM that can operate at elevated tem-488

peratures with higher rectifications.489
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